lacking a commonly accepted definition. Generally, as is illustrated in figure 1 , the two most important aspects of polycentricity are i) its morphological dimension, which denotes the size and spatial distribution of centers, and ii) its functional dimension, which additionally addresses the linkages between different centers such as the daily flow of commuting people or the strength of business and social network connections (Green 2007 , Burger 2012 . Morphological polycentricity has been traditionally assessed in a rather straigthforward manner by applying simple thresholds for population, employment or business density. It has been difficult, however, to appropriately quantify functional polycentricity, mainly due to the scarcity of large-scale, individual based movement or social interaction data. Consequently, going beyond fundamental conceptualizations, little is known so far about the spatio-temporal interactions of people with different centers and subcenters.
On these premises, the new wave of user-generated datasets from mobile phones, credit cards, online social networks and numerous other sources, is providing us with an unprecedented potential to scrutinize and eventually quantify these intrinsic urban interactions. Recent research has already taken a first step into this direction by analyzing millions of subway journeys in London based on the ‚Oyster' card electronic ticketing system, showing a hierarchical nature of different centers in terms of stations and commuter inflows (Roth 2011) . In order to substantiate the value added of harnessing the electronic footprint of urban dwellers, the following section provides an exemplary application of analyzing massive mobile phone CDRs (Call ( Morphological(polycentricity(has(been(traditionally(assessed(in(a(rather(straigthforward(manner(by( applying(simple(thresholds(for(population,(employment(or(business(density.(It(has(been(difficult,( however,(to(appropriately(quantify(functional(polycentricity,(mainly(due(to(the(scarcity(of(largeHscale,( individual(based(movement(or(social(interaction(data.(Consequently,(going(beyond(fundamental( conceptualizations,(little(is(known(so(far(about(the(spatioHtemporal(interactions(of(people(with(different( centers(and( On(these(premises,(the(new(wave(of(userHgenerated(datasets(from(mobile(phones,(credit(cards,(online( social(networks(and(numerous(other(sources((see(Chapter(2),(is(providing(us(with(an(unprecedented( potential(to(scrutinize(and(eventually(quantify(these(intrinsic(urban(interactions.(Recent(research(has( already(taken(a(first(step(into(this(direction(by(analyzing(millions(of(subway(journeys(in(London(based(on( the(‚Oyster'(card(electronic(ticketing(system,(showing(a(hierarchical(nature(of(different(centers(in(terms( of(stations(and(commuter(inflows((Roth(2011 ).(In(order(to(substantiate(the(value(added(of(harnessing( the(electronic(footprint(of(urban(dwellers,(the(following(section(provides(an(exemplary(application(of( analyzing(massive(mobile(phone(CDRs((Call(Detail(Records)(to(quantify(the(polycentricity(of(large( metropolitan(areas.(CDRs(provide(us(with(an(accurate(statistical(picture(of(individualHbased(people( movements(in(cities((Isaacman(2010 functional polycentricity (based on centrality) is necessary as it is possible to come across urban systems with a high network density, but which are hierarchically organised, and urban systems with a low network density, but in which centres are relatively equal in terms of their connectivity to other centres (see Figure 2 ). If both centralisation and network density scores are combined, we may find that urban systems with a highly unbalanced distribution of functional linkages but a high network density would receive a similar score to those urban systems with a highly balanced distribution of functional linkages but a low network density. In fact, the perhaps remarkable finding in the Polynet study (Hall and Pain, 2006) -that a morphologically tem with a networked urban system. This does not mean that the degree of network density is not an important aspect of the organisation of a spatial system. In actual fact, synergies between the centres in an urban system will not be achieved without linkages between them (Meijers, 2005) and, within a policy context, one cannot speak of a functionally integrated urban region without linkages resulting from economic complementarities between the different centres (van Oort et al., 2010) . Finally, separating functional polycentricity and network density also facilitates comparison with morphological polycentricity. Obviously, the distributions of local importance and external centrality provide starting-points to explain the difference between morphological and functional polycentricity. In the next sections, we present our empirical assessment of the relationship between both forms of polycentricity. Section 4 presents the case study regions, the research approach and the data. Section 5 presents the analysis.
Case Study: Polycentricity in Dutch WGR Regions

WGR Regions in the Netherlands
The framework developed in the previous section will be applied to the Netherlands. While we could have taken any country, the Netherlands is of particular interest as it is widely known that polycentricity is a key characteristic of its spatial organisation Detail Records) to quantify the polycentricity of large metropolitan areas. CDRs provide us with an accurate statistical picture of individual-based people movements and social interactions in cities (Isaacman 2010 , Schläpfer 2012 , while capturing a large fraction of the population due to the usually high penetration rate of mobile phones. It becomes immediately obvious that these practical strengths outperform traditional, questionnaire-based survey or census data, whose collection is substantially harder and more cost-intensive, which are limited to a small subset of the population, and which provide a merely static system snapshot.
In the course of an ongoing research project initiated by the senseable city lab, we are developing novel algorithms and data mining techniques, allowing us to translate CDRs into the spatio-temporal distribution of people and to subsequently unfold the complex patterns of polycentricity (Schlaepfer 2014). CDRs are typically collected for billing purposes and consist of i) the anonymized (i.e, surrogate) numbers of the two connected mobile phone users, ii) the call duration, iii) the timestamp of the call initiation, and iv) the two cell towers routing the call, together with their geographic location.
Such geo-referenced call data is utilized to reveal the polycentric structure of Singapore, by identifiying the most important locations to which phone users tend to converge during their daily intra-urban movements. The first step of our analysis procedure is the calculation of so-called origin-destination (OD) matrices, a concept borrowed from the field of transportation engineering. Simply put, for each mobile phone user our algorithm estimates the home location (or ‚origin') by the cell tower area where most of the calls are made during evening and night hours. We subsequently partition the total urban area of Singapore into a regular 0.5km×0.5km grid (implying a total of 1423 cells including at least one cell tower), and determine for each anonymized user the visited grid cells (or ‚destination'). As a second step of our analysis, we count for each grid cell the number of users, which are living in a given distance and which are visiting the considered location with a given frequency. The result is a comprehensive picture of the relative importance or ‚attractiveness' of each pixel in the grid, telling us how many people are attracted, how often, and from how far away. This, in turn, allows us now to systematically study the spatio-temporal emergence of centers from a city-wide perspective. For instance, if we consider only small radii of attraction by limiting our focus on those visits which are made in close vicinity of the home location, we find that the cells which attract a large number of people are highly scattered over the entire city area (figure 2a). This pattern makes intuitive sense, as it may well highlight very local attraction points such as local shopping facilities and other amenities. However, if we gradually expand the radius of attraction by increasingly considering visitors which live further away, the grid cells which attract a large number of people tend to become more and more clustered in space, giving rise to the emergence of distinct centers, which indeed correspond well to our subjective perception of central places in a city. As an example, widening the considered radius of attraction around each grid cell to 15 kilometers we can visually identify well-known centers in Singapore as coherent areas of cells with a high number of visitors, such as the Downtown Core in the southern part of the city, Jurong in the western part, or Woodlands in the northern part (figure 2b). If we further widen the catchement area of each grid cell toward including visitors from the entire urban region we increasingly observe a rather monocentric structure with a pronounced downtown area, as is illustrated in figure 2c . Thus, Singapore's Downtown Core attracts a large fraction of dwellers from all over the metropolitan area, while other centers such as Jurong seem to have a smaller catchment area, from where the majority of visitors is attracted. In other terms, the degree of polycentricity is highly dependent on the spatial scale of the assessment. Going beyond visual inspection, it is worth noting that the observed clustering of locations with a larger catchment area can be measured by appropriate correlation measures (Raschke 2010) . Moreover, we can quantify the change of the relative importance of each center with increasing spatial scale by measuring the size of ( emergence(of(distinct (centers, (which(indeed(correspond(well(to(our(subjective(perception(of(central( places(in(a(city.(As(an(example, (widening(the(considered(radius(of(attraction(around(each(grid(cell(to(15( kilometers(we(can(visually(identify(wellHknown(centers(in(Singapore(as(coherent(areas(of(cells(with(a( high(number(of(visitors, (such(as(the(Downtown(Core(in(the(southern(part(of(the(city, (Jurong(in(the( western(part, (or(Woodlands(in(the(northern(part((figure(2b) . (If(we(further(widen(the(catchement(area(of( each(grid(cell(toward(including(visitors(from(the(entire(urban(region(we(increasingly(observe(a(rather( monocentric(structure(with(a(pronounced(downtown(area, (as(is(illustrated(in(figure(2c.(Thus, ( Singapore's(Downtown(Core(attracts(a(large(fraction(of(dwellers(from(all(over(the(metropolitan(area, ( while(other(centers(such(as(Jurong(seem(to(have(a(smaller(catchment(area, (from(where(the(majority(of( visitors(is(attracted.(In(other(terms, (the(degree(of(polycentricity(is(highly(dependent(on(the(spatial Going(beyond(visual(inspection, (we(can(quantify(the(change(of(the(relative(importance(of(each(center( with(increasing(spatial(scale(by(measuring(the(size(of(each(center(as(the(number(of(connected(grid(cells( (sharing(a(common(border)(with(a(given(people(inflow.(As(shown(in(figure(3(for(the( each center as the number of connected grid cells (sharing a common border) with a given people inflow. As shown in figure 3 for the examples of the Downtown Core and Jurong, the size of both centers first increases with growing radius of the considered catchment area. However, after exceeding a certain radius the size, and thus the relative importance, of Jurong stabilizes, while the Downtown Core is gradually increasing in terms of people inflow. This changing importance of different centers with increasing geographic scale, as we have observed for the case of Singapore, suggests an intrinsic ‚hierarchical' organization of different centers and subcenters. Besides clarifying the role of the spatial scale in the characterization of polycentricity, CDRs also provide rich insights into the role of the temporal scale. To that end, we assessed the impact of the frequency with which each grid cell in Singapore is visited. Similar to increasing the distance of the home location, we considered only those users which visited a given cell with a minimum frequency, which we define based on the minimum number of days a user connects to the network while being in this cell. Figure 3 shows the relative importance of the two exemplary centers, again Besides(clarifying(the(role(of(the(spatial(scale(in(the(characterization(of(polycentricity, (CDRs(also(provide( rich(insights(into(the(role(of(the(temporal(scale.(To(that(end, (we(assessed(the(impact(of(the(frequency( with(which(each(grid(cell(in(Singapore(is(visited.(Similar(to(increasing(the(distance(of(the(home(location, ( we(considered(only(those(users(which(visited(a(given(cell(with(a(minimum(frequency, (which(we(define( based(on(the(minimum(number(of(days(a(user(connects(to(the(network(while(being(in(this(cell.(Figure(3( shows(the(relative(importance(of(the(two(exemplary(centers, (again(expressed(in(terms(of(their(size, (as(a( function(of(the(minimum(visiting(frequency.(The(relative(importance(of(the(Downtown(Core(decays( rapidly(when(restricting(the(analysis(to(regular(visitors(only.(Hence, (merely(irregular(visitors(contribute( to(the(overarching(importance(of(the(Downtown(Core.(Conversely, (the(relative(importance(of(the(more( local(center(Jurong(shows(even(a(slight(increase(with(increasing(visiting(frequency((figure(3), (thus( attracting(mainly(visitors(on(a(regular(basis.(This(shows(that(the(temporal(aspect(of(the(attractiveness(of( urban(centers(has(to(be(considered(as(important(as(the(spatial(counterpart.(It(is(interesting(to(note(that( Cluster size frequency (figure 3), thus attracting mainly visitors on a regular basis. This shows that the temporal aspect of the attractiveness of urban centers has to be considered as important as the spatial counterpart. It is interesting to note that our findings based on the intra-urban flow of people seems to be in line with longstanding principles of economic geography, explaining the central location of those specialized goods and services which attract a larger pool of people but on a less regular basis (Krugman 1996) . A prominent example is the Central Place theory of Christaller, which attempts to explain the spatial distribution of cities (Christaller 1933 ).
The presented study of Singapore shall mainly serve as an illustrative example for the promising potential of analyzing herertofore unavailable, user-generated data, in light of developing a deeper understanding of the complex organization of large metropolitan areas. In particular, we leveraged the information provided by mobile phone CDRs so as to uncover the trajectories of urban dwellers, and to subsequently identify the spatial and temporal scale as the two main ingredients of polycentricity.
These basic insights may be taken as a starting point toward a formal, data-driven definition of functional polycentricity. Moreover, it will be interesting to enrich the study by the quantification of people flows between different centers, as well as to extend it to other major cities across different geographies, cultures and economies, so as to compare their overall performance and efficiency in terms of travel behavior or environmental impacts such as emissions. Thereby, the necessary data collection needs to be done in a privacy-respecting way, which requires novel data mining, storage and anonymization approaches (Trantopoulos 2011) . Nevertheless, such insights gained may hopefully help city planners and decision-makers to navigate toward a sustainable urban future, while maintaining a high quality of life.
